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1: Stretching Exercises for Hands & Arms | Healthy Living
There are several easy wrist stretches you can do at your desk at work. Move your right arm right and your left arm left.
The thumb of your right hand should pass by the little finger of your.

The medical community recommends high cardiovascular workouts for a half-hour, three to five times a week.
But who has the time or inclination to go to a gym after a hard day of work? And who reading here has forked
out money for a year of gym membership, only to go twice and then quit? And who has expensive exercise
equipment serving as a clothes rack in the corner? This study also found that fidgeting, a near constant state of
moving muscles a little bit, can go a long way toward lowering the risk of diabetes and metabolic syndrome.
Fidget Building a habit of fidgeting can be hard. But you can wiggle or jog your knee or elbow when you
think of it. There are many exercises you can do as you talk on the phone or read spreadsheets. When you
notice your jaw tightening, yawning can be helpful to temporarily relieve tightness. But working the jaw daily
can help much better in the long run. Move your jaw from side to side, left to right, six times. Hold this
position for four seconds and then relax. Repeat this five times throughout your work day. Next, stretch your
right arm higher, then the left. Shoulder and Neck Stretches Sit facing forward and then turn your head to the
left while turning your torso to the right. Hold this position for five seconds and repeat as necessary. Back
Workout Lower back pain is a classic side effect of setting much of the day. So sit up straight. Shrug your
shoulders lifting them up, trying to touch your ears with them. Hold for five seconds and repeat five times.
Wall Sits Place your back against the wall of your office or sneak away to a quiet hallway, stairwell or
conference room. Bend your knees and slide down the wall, keeping your back up against it. If you get good at
this, kick it up a notch by crossing one leg over the other and holding the position for 15 seconds. Seated
Bicycle Pedal Work out those abs. While seated, scoot to the edge of your chair. Hold onto the arm rests and
start bringing each knee up to your chest, pretending to be riding a bicycle. Focus on smooth pedaling at a
steady pace. Place your hands palms together with your fingers lined up. Bring your hands back together and
then push away again. Do this for a minute or so every hour. Wrist Stretches Stretch one arm straight in front
of you with hands facing palm up. Reach with your other hand and pull the hand straight down at the wrist
pictured at top of article. Repeat with other arm. Butt Crunches Repeated clenching of the gluteus maximus as
you sit can help strengthen the muscles. Done properly, you should feel like you are rising up an inch or so.
Calf Stretches Push your chair back and stretch your legs in front of you, feet on the floor. Point your toes
straight up and pull them toward your knees as far as you can. Then point them down away from you. Deep
Knee Bends Push your chair back a little to keep from bumping your desk. Another option is to run in place at
your desk for a minute. This can also be a great stress reliever. Windmills A conference room is a good place
to do windmills as well. Hold both of your arms up and out, extended away from your body facing outward to
your left and right. Bring your arms up and start making big circles to the left and right of your body, above
the head and down to the knees. Lastly, work movement into every part of your day. This can be as simply as
choosing the furthest parking spot away from the door. Or if you lunch at a restaurant, choose a parking spot
far away, but within walking distance. Cease emailing your coworker three cubicles down from you and
instead, walk and talk to them in person.
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2: Finger, Hand And Wrist Stretches You Should Be Doing Regularly | HuffPost Canada
Continued Wrist Resistance. Sit down at a table. Rest your forearm, wrist, and hand on the table, with your palm facing
down -- this is the hand and wrist affected by carpal tunnel syndrome.

Having a surplus of information at our fingertips is pretty impressive. However, the long hours of using our
fingers to be constantly connected can be detrimental to our hands and wrists. Long-term repetitive movement
and improper alignment of the wrists and fingers can compress the median nerve, which may lead to carpal
tunnel syndrome or other hand and wrist problems. Symptoms associated with carpal tunnel syndrome range
from tingling, pain, and, occasionally, weakness in the thumb, index, middle, and ring fingers. If you find
yourself waking up in the middle of the night with tingling or numbness in your hands or forearms, you could
be experiencing the side effects of carpal tunnel syndrome. You may find relief from wearing a wrist splint
found easily at most drugstores at night that supports the wrist in a neutral position while relieving pressure on
the median nerve. Symptoms may come and go or become persistent over time. If you suspect that you might
have carpal tunnel syndrome, ask your health care provider about getting tested. Beyond carpal tunnel
syndrome, there are a number of hand and wrist health issues associated with the overuse of typing, writing,
texting, and driving. Here are six simple stretches to prevent and alleviate some of the painful symptoms
associated with repetitive stress injuries to hands and wrists. These exercises are intended to strengthen and
stretch your wrists, forearms, fingers, and shoulders. Please honor your flexibility and if any stretch causes too
much discomfort, stop, and make adjustments. Finger Stretch Reach your right arm straight out in front of
your body, palm facing away from you, and fingers facing down. Starting with your pinky and moving toward
your thumb, gently massage each finger one at a time from the base to the tip of the finger. Hold the tip of
each finger and move it toward your chest for a gentle stretch. Hold for about 10 seconds on each finger.
Throughout this exercise, stretch your palm forward and spread your fingers away from each other. One-Arm
Wrist Stretch Reach your right arm out in front of you, palm facing away from you and fingers pointing down.
Keep your shoulder down and relaxed. Grab the tip of all four fingers with your left hand and draw them
toward your chest. Hold for 30 seconds to a minute and release. Then flip your hand so that your palm is
facing you with fingers still pointing down. Now, hold all four fingers with your left hand and point your
fingertips toward your body to stretch the top of your wrist. Hold for 30 seconds to a minute. Repeat on your
left hand. Wrist Rolls Bring your fingers into your palms to create a soft fist with each hand. Roll your wrists
in circles about 10 times in each direction. Then bring your inner wrists together with your fingertips gently
touching each other. Start to roll your inner hands into your outer hands creating a circle toward, and then
away from, your body. Your inner wrists will touch and then your outer wrists will touch while your fingers
follow the movement. Finger-Wrist-Shoulder Stretch Interlace your fingers and stretch your arms out in front
of you with your palms facing away from you. Focus on lengthening your inner elbows while keeping your
shoulders pressed down. Hold this position for about 20 seconds and then reach over your head, fingers still
interlaced, with palms facing the sky. Draw your arms back while pressing your shoulders down. Keep your
core muscles engaged to keep your lower ribs from moving forward. Do each stretch twice for about 20 to 30
seconds. Shoulder Rolls Roll the front of your shoulders forward and up as if you are trying to squeeze your
ears with your shoulders. Hold them there for a moment and then slide your shoulders back and down. Do 5 in
that direction, and then repeat 5 times in the opposite direction. Forearm Stretch Stand next to a desk, low
counter, or other surface that you can lean against. Place both hands on the desk, palms down, with your
fingers pointing toward you. Keep your shoulders down and lean your torso back slightly. Try to keep the base
of your palms down and slightly bend your elbows in toward your body. Draw the weight of your body into
your heels so you lean back and not forward. Hold for 30 seconds and then shake your arms out. Give your
hands a break from your keypad during long work hours. A lot of us are prone to store stress in our shoulders.
Set yourself up for proper alignment at your desk. You should be able to rest your elbows alongside your
body, and sit with a tall spine and neutral wrists. Be sure your head is stacked over your shoulders, not
reaching forward. Use your whole hand, not just your fingers, when gripping or opening objects. Any general
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advice posted on our blog, website, or app is for informational purposes only and is not intended to replace or
substitute for any medical or other advice. If you have specific concerns or a situation arises in which you
require medical advice, you should consult with an appropriately trained and qualified medical services
provider.
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3: Exercises for pain free hands - Harvard Health
Wrist and Arm Stretches Hand Rotations Giamo likes this simple warmup drill, which will lubricate your wrist joints and
prep them for a host of exercises, as well as basic actions like gripping a barbell or dumbbell.

Or you could also ask yourself if your wrists and hands sometimes hurt. That Ergonomics Thing
Unfortunately, this is a problem lots of gamers have to deal with. Grab a rubber band and stick your fingers in
its loop. Ball up your hand tightly for a few seconds before opening it back up and spreading your fingers as
far apart as possible. This should stretch the rubber band out and give your fingers a good exercise. Doing this
several times a week will actually strengthen your finger muscles! Bend your fingers at the middle knuckles.
Hold for seconds to work out soreness in those joints. Now make 5 big circles with your thumb, in both
directions. Do the same thing on your other hand. Stick one of your arms out, with your elbow straight. With
your other hand, grasp the hand on the straight arm and slowly bend it downward until you feel a stretch. Hold
for seconds. Repeat with your other arm and hand. Do the opposite of the previous exercise. Hold for seconds
on each hand. Lace your fingers together, palms open and facing inward, and stretch your arms out as far as
possible your wrists should be at degree angles. Now flip your hands so the palms are facing out, and stretch
again. Do these movements every time you start to feel stiff or sore, no less than once every hour. Now you
just need to work on that forgetting to eat thingâ€¦.
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4: www.enganchecubano.com -- Wrist and Hand Stretches
Extended arm wrist curls. 1. Palm up. Finger, Hand And Wrist Stretches You Should Be Doing Regularly. 1 / Morning,
Afternoon And Evening Stretches 1 / Suggest a correction.

The best part is that you can easily do them right at your desk! Notice that your fingers, hands and wrists are
not separate entities, but rather they are connected to your forearms. Simply clench your fists and notice that
your forearm muscles engage. Any kind of self massage will also help alleviate tension and discomfort in your
hands and wrists. Here are a few of the best stretches for your fingers, hands and wrists: Praying position You
can do this stretch while sitting or standing. Simply press the palms of your hands together in a prayer
position. Your elbows should be pointing straight out to the sides. Now, lower your hands down to about waist
height and hold for about 20 seconds. Extended arm wrist curls 1. Very gently pull your fingers toward you
with your left hand, so that your right hand is bending back. Hold for about 15 seconds, and then repeat with
the left hand. Palm down Now, reach your right hand out in front of you, wrist bent so that your palm is facing
towards you and your fingers are pointing down. Use your left hand to gently press your right fingers and hand
toward you. Note that you can also do this one with your palm facing out away from you by rotating your arm
upwards, just choose the way that feels best. Ball squeeze Since most of the pain that you might be feeling in
your hands and wrists is due to overuse, this exercise will help strengthen your wrists and hands while
stretching them. Interlaced fingers Interlace your fingers and stretch your arms out with your palms facing
away from you. Now reach them up toward the ceiling with your shoulders lengthening down your back. Hold
for about 10 to 15 seconds and repeat. Not only does this exercise stretch your hands and forearms, but it also
improves your circulation. Wrap a very light resistance band around your hand, spread your fingers out to the
sides and then bring them back together. Repeat for 10 reps, and then switch hands. Eagle Similarly to the
yoga pose, cross your right arm over your left arm at the elbows and continue crossing your arms until the
palms of your hands are touching. Now bend your elbows and lift your arms up toward the ceiling. Try to keep
your shoulders from raising up with your arms. Hold for about 20 seconds, and then repeat on the other side.
Any workout where your hands are bearing weight will also be great to strengthen your hands and your wrist.
These muscles are small, so be gentle with whatever stretches you do, and remember that stretching and
strengthening go hand in hand.
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5: 6 Stretches to Combat Repetitive Stress - One Medical - One Medical
Active Isolated Stretching (AIS) & Core Strengthening Sequence for the muscles of the Forearm, Wrist, Hand, and
Fingers. Hand & Wrist Exercises For Gamers! - Duration: Dr Levi Harrison.

Healthbeat Exercises for pain free hands Your hands perform countless small and large tasks each dayâ€”from
pouring coffee, brushing teeth, and buttoning shirts to raking leaves or kneading bread. But aching hands can
transform the simplest task into a painful ordeal. Hands can hurt for a variety of reasons, from the mechanical
to the neurological. Arthritisâ€”which affects one in five American adultsâ€”and other persistent joint
problems are by far the most common cause of hand pain and disability. There are many waysâ€”including
medications and surgeryâ€”to get hands back to work. One of the most important ways is through therapeutic
exercises. Some commonly recommended hand exercises follow. If you have a serious hand, wrist, or arm
injury, consult your doctor before leaping into the routines below. All exercises should be done slowly and
deliberately, to avoid pain and injury. If you feel numbness or pain during or after exercising, stop and consult
a therapist. Stretching exercises Stretching helps lengthen muscles and tendons. Some repetitive tasks, such as
typing on a computer or gripping gardening tools, can shorten muscles and leave them tight and painful. Do
these stretches gently, until you feel the stretch, but without pain. Hold the positions for a count of 15 to 30
seconds to get the most benefit. These exercises are particularly helpful for tendinitis and tight forearm
muscles, which are common in people who do a lot of computer work. For each of these exercises, do a set of
four repetitions, twice a day. Hold the stretch for 15 to 30 seconds and rest for 30 seconds between each
repetition. Wrist extensor stretches Hold one hand at chest level with the elbow bent. With the other hand,
grasp the thumb side of the hand and bend your wrist downward. To increase the stretch, bend your wrist
toward your little finger. Repeat the same exercise with a straight arm. Switch hands and repeat. Hold one
hand at chest level with the elbow bent. Grasp the fingers of that hand with the other. Pull the hand back
gently. Resisted isometrics These exercises work muscles against resistance. Hold each position for 10
seconds. Complete one set of 10 repetitions once or twice a day. Isometric wrist extension Hold one hand
palm down on a table or other surface. Put your other hand on top of it. Isometric wrist flexion Follow the
same steps as above, but with your palm facing up. For more information on the causes and treatment of hand
pain, and strengthening strategies for hands, buy Healthy Hands:
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6: Video: Forearm stretches for the workplace - Mayo Clinic
Continued 4. Stay Neutral. If you can, avoid bending your wrist all the way up or down. When you keep your wrist in a
straight, neutral position, it takes the pressure off your median nerve.

Your stretching exercises should take place after your workout session, as this is when the body will be warm
and most limber. During your warm-up, you should instead be focusing on range of motion movements, such
as arm circles. This will get the blood flowing and you ready for exercise. Remember, as you do these
exercises, you should never bounce into the stretch or perform jerky movements. Everything should be done in
a slow and fluid manner, using deep breathing throughout. This will help to keep the muscles relaxed and
allow you to move deeper into the stretch. Each stretch should be held for a total of seconds before relaxing
and repeating again if necessary. Triceps Stretch To stretch your shoulders, assume a seated or standing
position with the back upright. Raise your hands directly above your head, elbows straight. Bend one elbow
straight down so that your hand moves toward your mid back. Now with that in position, grab ahold of your
wrist with the opposite hand, pulling it toward the back. As you do this, you should feel a stretch in the tricep
muscle. Hold here and then repeat to the other side. Now straighten your elbows and rotate your shoulders
slightly. Now bend forward and allow the hands to move upwards as well, toward your head. While doing this,
you should feel a stretch in both the biceps as well as the shoulder region. Pause here, taking deep breaths in
and out and then relax to finish the stretch. As you do this, with the other hand, grab hold of your forearm.
Now, pull the arm slightly toward your back shoulder in the direction its being stretched. Hold this and once
finished, switch sides and repeat. Pull down with that crossed hand, trying to flex back the wrist. Hold this as
you feel a stretch in the wrist and then release and perform to the other side. If you perform these stretches
regularly after each workout session you do, you should see improvements in how deep you can move into
each stretch while also improving your workout performance over time. In addition to her degree, she is an
AFLCA certified personal trainer and has been working in the field for over 12 years now. She is a regular
contributor to Bodybuilding.
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7: How to Stretch Your Arms / Fitness / Stretching
Wrist Stretches. Stretch the muscles that bend your wrists forward and backward to relieve tension in your forearms.
Straighten your right elbow and turn your arm until your palm faces the ground.

Share on Facebook Stretching is an essential component of overall health. Stretch your muscles to increase
blood flow and reduce your risk of repetitive strain injuries, which lead to pain and interfere with your
function. Stretch your hands and arms at least once per day -- more often if you spend a lot of time sitting in
one position, typing, using a computer mouse or writing. During these activities, stop every 30 minutes and
perform one or two hand or arm stretches to give your muscles a chance to relax. Finger Stretches Stretch your
fingers to maintain flexibility and reduce muscle tightness. Straighten your fingers and stretch them apart until
you feel a stretch -- without pain -- along the front of your fingers and in your palms. Hold for 10 to 20
seconds, then relax and repeat three times. Grasp the tip of your right thumb with your left index finger and
thumb. Gently pull until you feel a stretch along your finger. Hold for three seconds, then relax. Repeat for
each finger on your right hand, then switch sides and repeat for each finger on your left hand. Make a fist and
squeeze as hard as you can for three seconds. Relax your fingers, then repeat three times on each hand. Wrist
Stretches Stretch the muscles that bend your wrists forward and backward to relieve tension in your forearms.
Straighten your right elbow and turn your arm until your palm faces the ground. Place your left hand on the
back of your right hand and gently press down until you feel a stretch along the top of your forearm. Hold for
10 to 20 seconds, then relax. Repeat three times on each side. Turn your right arm over until your palm is
facing up toward the ceiling. Straighten your elbow and place your left hand on your right palm. Gently pull
your hand down until you feel a stretch along the front of your forearm. Hold for 10 to 20 seconds and repeat
three times on each arm. Elbow Stretches Stretch the muscles that bend and straighten your arm to decrease
muscle tightness in your upper arm. This is particularly important if you are lifting and carrying heavy objects.
Stand in an open doorway. With your elbow straight, grasp the right side of the door frame with your right
hand. Step forward slowly until you feel a pull -- without pain -- along the front of your upper arm. Repeat
three times on each arm. Reach your right arm up overhead, bend your elbow and drop your hand behind your
head. Grab your right elbow with your left hand and gently push your right arm backward until you feel a
stretch along the back of your upper arm. Relax and repeat three times on each arm. Shoulder Stretches Stretch
your shoulder muscles every hour when you are sitting in one position for long periods of time. Reach your
right arm across your chest and grab your left shoulder. Put your left hand on your right elbow and gently pull
it farther left until you feel a stretch along the back of your right shoulder. Hold for 10 to 20 seconds, relax and
repeat three times on each arm. Stand facing a corner to stretch the front of your shoulders. Place one foot in
front of the other to help maintain your balance. Raise your arms to shoulder height and place your forearms
flat against the walls. Gently lean forward until you feel a stretch along the front of your shoulders and chest.
Hold for 10 to 20 seconds, relax and repeat three times.
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8: 5 exercises to improve hand mobility - Harvard Health
Elbow and arm stretching exercises are usually most important when rehabilitating an elbow or wrist injury and include
wrist flexors, wrist extensors, tennis elbow stretch and triceps muscle. In particular martial artists often do wrist and arm
stretches as part of their warm-up.

Create resistance with your thumb and hand muscles to keep your thumb from moving. Gently pull back on
your thumb with your free hand. Make a fist and point your thumb up. Create resistance with your thumb and
hand muscles to try and keep your thumb pointing up toward the ceiling. Use your free hand to gently push the
thumb forward. Yoga is a great way to strengthen your wrists and hands. Several yoga-inspired hand and wrist
exercises are listed below. Figure eights Interlace your fingers in front of your body. Keeping your elbows
tucked into your sides, move your interlaced hands in a figure eight motion. Allow your wrists to rotate fully
so that each hand is alternately on top of the other. Perform this exercise for 10 to 15 seconds. Rest, and then
repeat. While seated, lift your arms over your head and interlace your fingers with your palms together. With
your fingers interlaced, turn your palms up until they are facing the ceiling. You can keep your arms slightly
bent or straighten them. Bring your arms down, and then repeat. Overhead reach This exercise stretches the
muscles in the forearms and hands. It also increases flexibility and boosts circulation. Eagle arms This
exercise is adapted from Eagle pose. Extend your arms forward, parallel to the floor. Cross your right arm over
your left, with the right arm on top. Place your right elbow into the crook of the left. The backs of your hands
should be touching. Move your right arm right and your left arm left. The thumb of your right hand should
pass by the little finger of your left. Your palms should be facing each other. Press your palms together, lift
your elbows up, and stretch the fingers. They should be pointed toward the ceiling. Resist the urge to lift your
shoulders as you lift your arms. Hold for 15 to 30 seconds. Repeat on the other side. Takeaway You can
minimize or even avoid pain in your hands with a few simple stretches. First ask your doctor whether these
stretches are safe for you, especially if you have an injury. Your hands will thank you! From our expert Q:
What types of conditions may be improved by these stretches? Daily stretching can help prevent these issues
from occurring. All content is strictly informational and should not be considered medical advice. Healthline
and our partners may receive a portion of revenues if you make a purchase using a link above.
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9: Simple Massage & Stretching Techniques to Relive Hand & Wrist Tension - www.enganchecubano.com
After a wrist or hand injury, rehabilitation exercises should be performed as soon as pain allows. These exercises
strengthen the muscles in the wrist, hand, and forearm which can help the injury heal and prevent further injuries.

Tweet I meet a lot of people, particularly women, who have wrist pain during yoga or lifting. Tips to Prevent
Wrist Aches and Carpal Tunnel Release wrists with stretches after standing on your hands or performing
actions that demand repeated flexion of the wrists. Avoid poses that demand deep flexions on days when your
wrists are flaring up. A lot of wrist pain comes from inflammation , and stretching will not help reduce that
inflammation. If you are experiencing sudden pain impacting your ability to perform certain activities, just
skip them for the day. Typically, wrist pain comes and goes, and you can do these activities on days when you
are not experiencing a flare-up. Take an anti-inflammatory if your wrist pain is extreme. But, be warned,
anti-inflammatories can mask the pain duh! Try a yoga wedge if you are repeatedly experiencing wrist pain
during flexion in your yoga class. The wedge lifts the heel of your hands a touch higher than your fingers,
taking some of the flexion out of the wrists. Even without a wedge, try to lift weight out of the heels of your
hands when holding poses such as down dog. This is particularly important if you are practicing on a soft
surface where the wrists have tendency to sink in. Three poses to stretch out achy wrists: Come standing with
your feet hips width distance apart. Bend your knees as you fold forward, bending as much as you need to
firmly touch the ground with your hands. Lift your toes, and slide your hands under the soles of your feet,
palms facing up, and fingers pointing toward the heels. Slide your hands all the way under until your toes can
massage your wrist creases. Hold here, wiggling your toes if it feels good, for up to twenty breaths. This can
be done standing or seated. Extend the arms beside the body, bend the elbows, and wiggle your wrists up into
your armpits. The palms should face out, fingers pointing down toward hips. As you lift your chest, you will
feel the backs of your hands stretching out. Hold for up to twenty breaths. Reach your right hand out in front
of you, parallel to the ground. Flex your wrists back, fingers pointing the ground, palm facing forward.
Spreading your fingers wide, gently pull back on your thumb. Hold for a few breaths, continually softening
your shoulders down your back and spreading the fingers of your right hand. Move on to the pointer finger,
the middle finger, and so on, holding each finger for a few breaths. Repeat on the second side. Roll out the
wrists a few times in each direction to complete the stretch. The good news is yoga actually strengthens the
wrists. Down dog, handstand, arm balancing , and all poses where the hands are bearing weight are great for
your wrists. Working on releasing the wrists after you practice and remembering to abstain from these poses
on days when your wrist pain is too much will help keep you safe. All other photos courtesy of Bethany
Eanes.
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